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1. Introduction

This paper investigates the electromagnetic interaction of a rel-
ativistic stellar wind with a planet or a smaller body in orbit
around the neutron star. The interaction is based on the theory
of Alfvén wings adapted to the context of relativistic winds.
The 2011 paper comprises a short Section with numerical appli-
cations. This requires an estimate of the magnetic field in the
pulsar wind, which depend on the magnetic flux Ψ in the wind
asymptotic regime. This flux is badly approximated. The present
erratum corrects the consequences of this wrong estimate of Ψ
in three papers where it leads to specific consequences: regard-
ing the magnetic drag acting on pulsar companions and a model
of fast radio bursts (FRB). In those three papers, the physics
remains unchanged, but the numerical results must be re-scaled.
We also briefly discuss the theory of FRB published in 2014.

2. Magnetic coupling of planets and small bodies
with a pulsar wind

In Mottez & Heyvaerts (2011a), the magnetic field in the pul-
sar wind is expressed as a function of the magnetic flux in the
asymptotic regime of the wind Ψ = Br

0r2, where Br
0 is the local

magnetic field, and r is the distance to the neutron star (NS).
This is an integral of motion along stream lines. At the end of
Sect. 2, in view of numerical applications, it is evaluated as Ψ =
Br
∗R

2
∗ where quantities with a star refer to the neutron star sur-

face. This approximation corresponds to the monopole solution,
which overestimates the wind magnetic field by orders of magni-
tude. Because this is an asymptotic approximation, its value must
be evaluated in the domain where the field lines are wind-like,
and not on the NS surface. The most admitted approximation is
its value at the light cylinder Goldreich & Julian (1969), where
between the NS surface and the light cylinder (LC), the mag-
netic field is supposed dipolar. Then, Ψ = Br

LCr2
LC = B∗R3

∗Ω∗/c
where Ω is the NS angular velocity, and c is the speed of light.
Then the toroidal component of the pulsar wind magnetic field
is approximated by Bφ0 = B∗R3

∗Ω
2
∗/rc2 where r � rLC. The

? Deceased.

numerical estimates of the potential drop U associated with PSR
1257+21 and PSR 1620-26 in the end of Sect. 2 are not correct.
Their right values as well as the corrected values of Table 3 in
Mottez & Heyvaerts (2011a) are given in four first columns of
the present Table 1.

3. A magnetic thrust action on small bodies
orbiting a pulsar

In Mottez & Heyvaerts (2011b), the same wrong evaluation of Ψ
leads to an overestimate of the magnetic thrust acting on bodies
orbiting a pulsar described in the joint paper.

Table 1 in Mottez & Heyvaerts (2011b) must be replaced by
Table 1 of the present erratum. The conclusion is that even for
small bodies orbiting the pulsars given in example, the influence
of this effect on the orbit is totally negligible. Figures 2, 3, and 4
must be replaced by flat functions showing no significant evolu-
tion of the eccentricity and of the semi-major axis.

4. Radio emissions from pulsar companions: a
refutable explanation for galactic transients and
fast radio bursts

In Mottez & Zarka (2014), because of the new evaluation of Ψ,
Eq. (1) must be replaced by

Bφ0 = Br
0

v
φ
0 −Ω∗r
vr

0
∼ −

Br
0Ω∗r
c

= −
Br
∗Ω

2
∗R

3
∗

rc2 , (1)

and in the same section, the current in the Alfvén wing for an
Earth-like orbiting body at 0.2 AU for a 1s standard pulsar is not
1011 A but IA = 0.23 108 A. For the same body orbiting a recy-
cled pulsar, IA = 109 A must be replaced by IA = 0.23 108 A. In
Sect. 4.3 (frequencies), the correct value of Ψ is Ψ = B∗R3

∗Ω∗/c,
and Eq. (15) becomes

fc,s =
qB∗Ω∗
2πmc

R3
∗

r2

√
1 +

(
r

γrLC

)2

, (2)
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Table 1. Electric potential drop, total electric current associated to the Alfvén wing.

Name U I ĖJmax ∆a/year ∆e/year D/
√

GM

Unit (V) (A) (W) (m.yr−1) (yr−1) (m5/2·s −1)

PSR 1257+12 a 4.0 1010 1.1 108 3.4 1018 1.5 10−7 0 2.1 103

PSR 1257+12 b 1.3 1011 3.4 108 3.4 1019 1.3 10−8 3.3 10−21 3.4 102

PSR 1257+12 c 9.7 1010 2.6 108 1.9 1019 1.0 10−8 2.8 10−21 3.5 102

PSR 1620-26 a 1.9 1010 3.0 107 2.8 1017 6.7 10−11 0 1.1 102

PSR 1s b 10,000 km 8.4 109 2.2 107 1.5 1017 6.3 10−9 0 9.9 101

PSR 10ms 100 km 1.6 108 4.2 105 5.1 1013 2.6 10−8 3.1 10−19 1.7 102

PSR 10ms 1 km 1.6 106 4.2 103 5.1 109 2.6 10−6 3.1 10−17 1.7 104

PSR 1s b 100 km 1.6 108 4.2 105 5.1 1013 2.6 10−6 3.1 10−17 1.7 104

PSR 1s b 1 km 1.6 106 4.2 103 5.1 109 2.6 10−4 3.1 10−15 1.7 106

Note. Electrical energy ĖJmax dissipated in the Alfvén wing. Variation per (terrestrial) year of the semi-major axis, variation of the eccentricity, per
year, ∆e/year), and the coefficient D/

√
GM that scales these computations.

where γ is the wind Lorentz factor, and RLC is the light cylinder
radius. Equation (16) becomes

fc,o = 0.52 γ
(

B∗
105T

) (
1AU

r

)2 (
R∗

104m
)3 (

10ms
T∗

)
×{

1 +
[
π 105

γ

(
10ms

T∗

) (
r

1AU
)]2

}1/2
. (3)

In Sect. 4.4 (brightness), Eq. (18) becomes

ĖJ =
π

µ0c3 Rb
2r−2R6

∗B
2
∗Ω

4
∗, (4)

where Rb is the radius of the body orbiting the NS. Equation (19)
becomes

Pradio = εĖJ = ε
π

µ0c3 Rb
2r−2R6

∗B
2
∗Ω

4
∗, (5)

and Eq. (20) becomes(
< S >

Jy

)
= 2.7 10−3

(
γ

105

)2 (
ε

10−3

) ( Rb

107m

)2

×

(
1AU

r

)2 ( R∗
104m

)6 ( B∗
105T

)2

×

(
10ms

T∗

)4 (
Mpc

D

)2 (
1 GHz

∆ f

)
. (6)

In Fig. 6, the frequencies (vertical axis) must be reduced by
a factor 2.1 10−2. In Fig. 7, they must be rescaled by a factor
2.1 10−4. In Fig. 8, the distances from where a 1 Jy signal can be
observed must be rescaled by a factor 2.1 10−2.

In the second paragraph of Sect. 5.1, it is said that a recycled
millisecond pulsar and a planet corresponding to the reference
values of Eq. (20) except γ = 106 could provide a FRB signal
seen from a distance of 1 Gpc. This is wrong. Actually, a young
millisecond pulsar, characterized by the reference values of Eq.
(20), except γ = 106 and B∗ = 107 T could provide the required
FRB characteristics.

In Sect. 5.2, third paragraph, it is said erroneously that a
kilometer-sized asteroid orbiting a standard pulsar (P = 1 s,
B∗ = 108 T) could explain the PSR J1928+15 event. Actually,
the same asteroid orbiting a highly magnetized pulsar (P = 1 ms,
B∗ = 109 T) could explain this phenomenon.
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